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ABSTRACT
Bow-shaped mid-infrared emission regions have been discovered in satellite observa-
tions of numerous late-type O and early-type B stars with moderate velocities relative
to the ambient interstellar medium. Previously, hydrodynamical bow shock models
have been used to study this emission. It appears that such models are incomplete in
that they neglect kinetic effects associated with long mean free paths of stellar wind
particles, and the complexity of Weibel instability fronts. Wind ions are scattered in
the Weibel instability and mix with the interstellar gas. However, they do not lose
their momentum and most ultimately diffuse further into the ambient gas like cosmic
rays, and share their energy and momentum. Lacking other coolants, the heated gas
transfers energy to interstellar dust grains, which radiate it. This process, in addition
to grain photo-heating, provides the energy for the emission. A weak R-type ioniza-
tion front, formed well outside the infrared emission region, generally moderates the
interstellar gas flow into the emission region. The theory suggests that the infrared
emission process is limited to cases of moderate stellar peculiar velocities, evidently
in accord with the observations.
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1 INTRODUCTION: INFRARED BOW
NEBULAE
Hundreds of late-type O and early-type B stars have been
discovered with crescent or bow shaped emission regions in
the infrared, located near the star. Kobulnicky, et al. (2016)
have summarized the discovery history of these ‘arctuate’
bow nebulae associated with OB stars which generally have
significant peculiar velocities and strong mid-to-far infrared
emission. The first, and among the closest, of these objects
were discovered by Gull & Sofia (1979) with optical emis-
sion line images. Using IRAS far-infrared observations van
Buren, et al. (1995) catalogued 58 candidates, though this
list was subsequently re-analysed and reduced to 19 objects
(Noriega-Crespo, et al. 1997). With the advent of mid-
infrared data from the Spitzer and WISE space telescopes
more detailed studies of small samples were carried out and
ultimately larger samples were catalogued. These include
the survey of several hundred runaway stars by Peri, et al.
(2012, 2015), and the direct searches of archival IR imagery
for these objects by Kobulnicky, et al. (2016, 2017). The
latter works identified over 700 objects.
The bow nebulae are usually found within a few tenths
of a parsec from their stars, which are typically moving a
couple tens of km s−1 relative to the surrounding gas. These
stars generally have substantial winds, and Kobulnicky, et
? E-mail: curt@iastate.edu
al. (2018) have found that the net emission provides a good
measure of the stellar mass loss. The nebulae are not gener-
ally seen in early O-types or hypervelocity stars.
Since the discovery of ζ Ophiucus by Gull & Sofia
(1979) the arctuate nebulae have been identified with hydro-
dynamic bow shocks produced by the wind of a moving star
interacting with the ambient interstellar gas. A literature of
numerical simulations of paired bow shocks around moving
stars has grown up along with the observational discoveries.
These models (e.g., Comero´n & Kaper 1998; Mackey, et al.
2013; Meyer, et al. 2014; Mackey, et al. 2015; Meyer, et al.
2016; Acreman, et al. 2016; Scherer, et al. 2016; Meyer,
et al. 2017; Green, et al. 2019; Scherer, et al. 2019) have
been compared to a variety of different types of moving stars
and to the analytic bow shock equations of Wilkin (1996).
Hydrodynamic bow shock models for arctuate nebulae are
supported by the fact that they are usually found at radii ex-
pected from estimates of the standoff radius given the wind
parameters, the stellar peculiar velocity, and an estimate of
the density of the surrounding interstellar medium. We note
that the bow shock models have focussed primarily on higher
relative velocities than are typical for the IR nebulae (e.g.,
> 30 km s−1), and the models of Acreman, et al. (2016), in
particular, use a rather high ISM density. Thus, the models
are most relevant to hyper-velocity stars, see Sec. 5.
Another important characteristic of the infrared bow
nebulae, long recognized, is that they are contained within
the HII region of their parent star; the radius of the ioniza-
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tion edge is often an order of magnitude greater, see Sec.
2. It is well known (e.g., Draine 2011) that in moving HII
regions a weak ionization-shock forms at the edge of the
ionization bubble. A number of papers have modeled this
structure (e.g., Mackey, et al. 2013, 2015; Green, et al.
2019)), but its effects on and relation to the inner infrared
bow nebulae have not been widely considered.
This and other impediments to obtaining a complete
picture of these objects may be due in part to the fact that
both components are rarely seen together. Indeed, images of
the (faint) outer ionization-shock are hard to acquire. Ex-
ceptions include the nearby object RCW 120, described in
Mackey, et al. (2015), and the Bubble Nebula, see Sec. 4.
A wholistic model, assembled from these pieces, will be dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.
Yet another important characteristic of bow nebulae is
that the contact region between the stellar wind and the
interstellar gas is likely mediated by the plasma Weibel in-
stability rather the collisional processes that normally are re-
sponsible for the abrupt shock jumps in hydrodynamic quan-
tities. The role of the Weibel instability has been recognized
in the literature (e.g., Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014b), but
not the kinetic complexity of the mixing region it implies. It
is often simply assumed that sharp shocks form in this re-
gion, though, as discussed below, there is more complexity
in the present case, where tenuous, high velocity winds hit
a denser ionized gas. In this paper we will explore kinetic
effects in the extended particle mixing zone, especially the
energy deposition of high velocity wind ions (Sec. 2.2), and
the role this deposition may play as a heating source for the
infrared emission. .
2 THE MODEL
To develop a simple conceptual model we assume that the
star is surrounded by and moving through a uniform, neu-
tral HI medium, which contains a magnetic field of typical
galactic strength. Secondly, we will consider the problem in
the frame of the star, so the medium is viewed as a steady
wind (the ISM wind) directed towards the star and its own
wind (the star wind). In this section we will focus on the
case of stars moving through the ISM with velocities of or-
der a few tens of km s−1, as is the case for most observed IR
bow nebulae. We will also limit consideration to times when
a steady flow has developed, and neglect transients or large
amplitude fluctuations.
2.1 Near the Stro¨mgren edge
Late-type O stars or early B stars have classical Stro¨mgren
radii ∼10-70 pc over a range of spectral types from B0.5
to O6, assuming a gas density of about nH+ ' 1.0 cm−3
(e.g., Draine 2011, Ch. 15). These radii scale with the gas
density as rS ∼ n2/3H+ . Generally, ionization edges, even in
stars moving through the ISM, are quite sharp, see e.g.,
Osterbrock (1989); Draine (2011).
This sharpness is also seen in numerical models of run-
away O-stars, e.g., Mackey, et al. (2013, 2015). More pre-
cisely, the velocities considered here are close to or some-
what greater than twice the sound speed in the ionized re-
gion (e.g., c = 13 km s−1 at T = 8000K), so these are weak
Figure 1. Schematic, not to scale, of the steady flow around OB
star bow nebulae, in units of the standoff radius. Labelled region
1 is the undisturbed ISM wind as seen in the star’s frame. Region
2 contains ionized hydrogen flowing trans or subsonically. The
(Wilkin (1996) shaped) curves between regions 1 and 2 represent
the ionized edge, and weak J-shock. The crescent shaped region
3 is the IR emission zone, where wind and ISM particles mix.
The dashed curve represents inner shock formed as a result of the
Weibel instability. Region 4 consists primarily of the stellar wind.
R-type fronts (see Draine, Ch. 24). For such fronts the post-
front density is about twice the initial, and the post-front
velocity about half the pre-front value in the frame of the
front, and in the smooth hydrodynamic flow limit.
Ordered magnetic fields in the ISM can be important,
the models of Mackey, et al. (2015) showed how they af-
fect the flow around an HII bubble and compress the lead-
ing edge. Behind the ionization front, the fields will interact
with all of the gas, not just a small, pre-shock ionized frac-
tion, and contribute another source of pressure. For typical
interstellar field strengths, the magnitude of this pressure
may of order 10% relative to the initial ram pressure.
Besides ordered magnetic fields, fluctuating fields, with
magnitudes comparable to those of the ordered fields, and
on a range of scales below that of the HII regions are also
likely (Haverkorn & Spangler 2013). These will also scatter
particles, and add to the thermal pressure.
The gyroradii of charged particles orbiting around the
fields are very small, for the protons,
a =
mcv⊥
qB
= 3.1× 107
(
1.0 µG
B
)( v⊥
30 km s−1
)
cm, (1)
where the mass and charge of the proton have been used for
m, q in the second equality (see Shu 1992). Variations in the
magnetic field strength and directions will lead to differences
in the gyromotions, and collisions between clumps of charged
particles.
For late-type O stars with temperatures less than 40,000
K, helium is ionized at somewhat smaller radii. However, the
He - H+ collisional mean free path is much less than a parsec
for reasonable values of the density and velocity dispersion
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in this region (Draine 2011), so the He will also be ther-
malized. The post-front gas will not cool by a large amount
because the photoionization heating balances cooling at a
temperature of about 8000 K as in other HII regions. Only
faint emissions would be expected from this front (but see
possible examples discussed in Sec. 4). Behind this frontal
region, there will be a roughly steady transsonic flow.
2.2 The mixing and IR emission region
2.2.1 General collision dynamics
We turn now from the ionization front shocks at scales of
order 10 pc to the infrared emission region at typical scales
of a few tenths of a pc (see Fig. 1). This is also the scale
where the ram pressure of the stellar and (unshocked) ISM
winds would be equal, and thus, where it has been assumed
that paired bow shocks form. This is an important boundary
in the present model as well, where the ram and thermal
pressure of the ISM flow meet the supersonic stellar wind.
To begin, we estimate the mean free path of stellar wind
protons impacting the transsonic ISM flow on these scales.
For proton-proton collisions we use a variation of the argu-
ment in Shu (1992). First we assume that in collisions that
generate large angle scattering events the electrostatic po-
tential at closest approach at least equals the kinetic energy
of the relative motion. The latter is essentially the kinetic
energy of the stellar wind or beam protons, since their ve-
locity is so high. This energy equality can be solved for the
radius in the Coulomb potential, which is identified with an
effective scattering radius, and then squared to obtain an
effective cross section. This cross section and the ambient
density can then be used to estimate the mean free path.
We obtain,
λ+ =
m2pv
4
rel
ne4
' 2.7
(
10 cm−3
n
)( vrel
2000 km s−1
)4
kpc, (2)
where mp is the proton mass, e is its charge, n is the ambient
density, and vrel is the relative velocity. The second equality
shows that this free path is huge, and it appears that, the
stellar protons are not stopped in the ISM material, and do
not make a collisional shock.
We can make the estimate of equation (2) for collisions
between electrons in the two flows by replacing the pro-
ton mass with the electron mass. This reduces the mean
free path by about a factor of 106, to about 0.001 parsec.
This suggests prompt thermalization between electrons in
any mixing of the two flows.
The mean free path for significant scattering of ISM
electrons by fast protons is also short. Each such collision
will not greatly change the trajectory of a stellar proton.
However, at a rate of about one electron scattering per mean
free path traversed, their effects will accumulate as an effec-
tive drag. This kinetic drag is not the same as conventional
dynamical friction. Except for rare very close encounters,
the velocity impulses imparted to most ambient electrons by
passing stellar protons are much smaller then typical ther-
mal velocities, so a density-enhanced wake will not be pro-
duced. After of order 1000 close scattering events a proton
will have scattered its mass in electrons, and lost much of
its kinetic energy. This corresponds to a travel distance of
about 0.5 pc, assuming an average speed of 1000 km s−1, half
the wind speed. This is an overestimate since the mean free
path diminishes rapidly as the speed diminishes according
to equation (2).
Thus, the electrons can take up and share wind energy
a the winds decelerate. This energy is also shared with am-
bient ISM protons, since the mean free path for that inter-
action is also short. These processes are equivalent to cosmic
ray heating and will be discussed further below.
2.2.2 Weibel turbulence zone
Collisional particle processes aside, we expect a mixing front
to form between the two flows as a result of the collision-
less Weibel instability between two plasma streams (Weibel
1959 and also the review of Blandford & Eichler 1987,
Sec. 6.3). In this instability, small scale, but highly turbu-
lent, electric currents and magnetic fields are generated in
filaments, which effectively scatter the particle streams. De-
tailed simulations are presented in Caprioli & Spitkovsky
(2014a,b) and Bohdan, et al. (2020).
At the intersection of the two flows analytic perturba-
tion calculations suggest a characteristic instability growth
time of γ ' ωpvrel/c (Weibel 1959). The plasma frequency
is ω2p = 4pinwe
2/m, where here nw is the wind density. The
corresponding length scale is c/ωp, and the length scale cor-
responding to the Weibel growth rate is,
lg =
c
ωp
(
c
vo
)
' 5.1× 108
(
0.0020 cm−3
nw
)
cm, (3)
with,
nw = 0.0020
(
M˙
3.0× 10−8M yr−1
)(
2000 km s−1
vrel
)
×
(
0.2 pc
Ro
)2
cm−3. (4)
Even if the Weibel instability takes many of these char-
acteristic lengths to grow to saturation, the overall scale is
small, and the instability develops rapidly. The decay of the
Weibel filaments and resulting thermalization take longer.
Specifically, the models of Caprioli & Spitkovsky (2014a,b)
indicate that it takes more than several thousands of plasma
length scales. This gives a total Weibel zone scale of, for ex-
ample, 3000c/ωp ' 1.5 × 1012 cm or about 0.10 a.u.. This
is very small compared to other scales considered here, so
there is indeed something like a Weibel shock front at the
small radius boundary of a bow nebula.
Wind particles traveling through this Weibel zone will
likely be scattered by the induced fields, as magnetic Wiebel
filaments first saturate, then dissipate. The simulations of
Caprioli & Spitkovsky (2014a,b) show that the momentum
distribution of fast particles in Weibel turbulence evolves
modestly, and particle momenta are not dissipated overall.
The distribution broadens, and in fact, some particles are
accelerated. The situation in these models is somewhat dif-
ferent from the present case, because the fast particles are
added to the colliding flows that generate the Weibel turbu-
lence, as when cosmic rays hit a supernova remnant shock.
In the present case, the fast particles constitute one of the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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colliding flows. Nonetheless it is likely that a significant pop-
ulation of fast wind particles emerge from the most intense
Wiebel turbulence into the larger bow mixing region, albeit
with scattered trajectories. This makes sense because scat-
tering by the dominantly magnetic fluctuations of Weibel
turbulence will dissipate little energy. However, some energy
must be lost from both wind and ISM flows to maintain the
turbulence.
The work of Bret (2015) and Bret & Deickmann (2020)
on particle trajectories in colliding flows also indicates that
fast particles are not trapped and can escape the strong tur-
bulence region, preferentially in directions aligned with the
filaments, which tend to be predominantly along the flow
direction. Bret & Deickmann (2020) shows that in the case
of an external magnetic field with a significant component
along the flow direction, particles escape on chaotic trajecto-
ries. Randomly oriented fields in the local ISM likely satisfy
these conditions frequently.
Assuming a substantial fraction of the wind energy is
scattered past the strong Weibel instability zone, it will then
dissipate, e.g., via electron drag (and other processes includ-
ing wave generation), in the bulk of the bow nebula, which
is shared with the ambient gas. A thermal pressure gradient
will be produced in this mixing zone, and the mildly super-
sonic ISM inflow will be slowed and turned aside. In contrast
to the classic hydrodynamic models, there will be no outer
shock paired with the Weibel front, unless the peculiar ve-
locity of the star is much greater than the range considered
here.
2.2.3 Hot gas zone
The discussion above suggests that the kinetic energy of the
wind is dissipated into thermal energy and plasma waves in
the mixing region. This is a substantial heating, but is it able
to overcome the recombination and (ionized metal) line cool-
ing, which in classical HII regions balances photo-ionization
heating to keep the temperature near 8000 K? Assuming a
moderately high value of that cooling of Λ/nenp = 3×10−24
ergs cm3 s−1 (see e.g., Draine 2011), we can estimate the
cooling luminosity of a bow nebula of volume V as,
Lcool = 7.1× 1031
( ne
10 cm−3
)( np
10 cm−3
)
×
(
V
(0.2 pc)3
)
ergs s−1, (5)
where, ne, np are the electron and proton number densities
in the emission region.
The (hemispheric) wind luminosity is,
Lw =
1
4
M˙v2w = 1.9× 1034
(
M˙
3.0× 10−8Myr−1
)
×
( vw
2000 km s−1
)2
ergs s−1, (6)
where M˙ is the stellar mass loss rate and vw is the terminal
wind speed. Comparing this and the previous equation we
see that if, as proposed above, a substantial fraction of the
wind energy is converted into gas thermal energy, then the
heating can exceed the cooling by a large amount. Then the
temperature of the gas in the mixing region can be raised
well above the values in typical HII regions.
Specifically, the gas in the inner mixing region will be
heated to a new steady state temperature of up to 106 K.
This is much like the immediate post-shock gas in the clas-
sic hydrodynamical models. In that case all the heating is
assumed to occur within the thin shock (e.g., a thin Weibel
growth region). This is in contrast to the picture suggested
here of particle heating throughout a wider mixing region,
though it is strongest within about one collisional dissipa-
tion length (e.g., from equation (2)) in the Weibel zone.
In fact, the primary cooling process in the hot zone is
probably outflow along the sides and subsequent adiabatic
expansion. The outflowing energy rate is order ρAc3, where
ρ is the ambient mass density, c is the sound speed, and A
is the outflow area. Equating this to the wind dissipation,
e.g., about half or less of the wind luminosity of equation
(6) above for the dissipation over one dissipation length, we
can solve for the sound/expansion speed. Assuming again
that n ' 10 cm−3 and using the same dimensions for the
emission region as above, we obtain a value of order 100 km
s−1 and a corresponding temperature of order 105 K. This
temperature will decrease over each succeeding collisional
dissipation length.
2.2.4 Sputtering
In the gas with the highest temperatures in the hot zone
there is a moderately short grain sputtering timescale. With
the gas and grain parameters assumed above, the sputtering
timescale is of order a few times 105 yrs, for temperatures of
order 3×105 K. Grains traveling at more than 20 km s−1 tra-
verse a distance of more than 6 pc in a sputtering timescale,
and so will flow out of the hot zone in about one destruction
timescale. The sputtering rate falls rapidly as temperatures
decrease, so there will be little sputtering outside the hottest
layer. Thus, if we assume a temperature gradient from the
inner, hottest parts of mixing regions to cooler, outer parts,
where fast wind particles are depleted, then grains may pen-
etrate most of the mixing region. Thus, the IR emission is
associated with grain distress and destruction, via thermal
spiking as well as collisional and stellar heating, and some
sputtering. Grain depletion downstream may also help ex-
plain why the IR bow nebulae do not wrap around the star,
even though high speed wind particles hit flowing ISM gas
at essentially all azimuths.
2.2.5 Gas-grain interaction zone
Ultimately, much of the wind particle energy will be avail-
able to help power the infrared emission. However, the net
cross section of the dust grains to high speed protons is
small; so their energy cannot be transferred directly to the
dust. Rather, the stellar wind energy is dumped into the
ambient particle population as discussed above. Collisions
between these slower particles and grains can help power
the IR emission.
As a specific example, assume an ambient gas density
of 10 cm−3, a dust-to-gas mass density ratio of about 0.01
(outside any hot, sputtering zone), a grain radius of 0.1 µm,
and a grain internal density of about 3.6 g cm−3. Then the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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number density of the grains is about 6.6× 10−12 cm−3 and
the mean free path of a particle through the grain ensemble
is,
λgr = (ngrσgr)
−1 = 150
(
0.1 µm
rgr
)2(
10 cm−3
n
)
pc, (7)
where n is the gas number density, ngr grain number den-
sity, and σgr is the grain cross section. This estimate con-
firms that fast protons are very unlikely to hit a dust grain
directly, unless they lose much of their energy (e.g., via elec-
tron scattering as described above).
Secondary protons with a mean velocity of, for exam-
ple, about 50-100 km s−1, have a mean free path for mutual
collisions of about 0.0042-0.034 pc or (0.013−1.0)×1017 cm
according to equation (2). Their random walks will cover a
pathlength of 150 pc after about 4400-35,000 scatterings.
In a random walk this will yield a mean travel distance
from the starting point of about (0.079-2.1) pc. so these
slower, denser protons, located several dissipation lengths
downstream from the hottest gas, have a good chance of
hitting a grain before diffusing far from the mixing region.
2.3 Grain temperatures in the emission region
2.3.1 Thermal balance
It is usually assumed that the IR emitting grains in bow neb-
ulae are heated by the photons from the central star; even
late O-type stars are very luminous. However, in the param-
eter range considered here collisional heating in the mixing
zone must also be considered. To estimate the photo-heating
we begin by adopting the grain model of the previous sub-
section. Specifically, we assume grains of size 0.1 µm, adopt
the same emission volume as above (i.e., assuming both a
radius and thickness of the hemispheric emission region of
0.2 pc), and assume the same grain density, which yields a
number of grains in the emitting region of about N = 9.9
× 1041 n. Then the total grain absorbing surface area to
outgoing photons is,
NQabs
(
pir2gr
)
= 3.1× 1032nQabs
(
rgr
0.1 µm
)2
cm2, (8)
where n is the gas number density, and Qabs is the photo-
absorption efficiency. Dividing this quantity by the hemi-
spheric surface area at the standoff radius gives the fraction
of stellar photons intercepted by the mixing zone grains. It
is,
fint = 0.00013nQabs
(
rgr
0.1 µm
)2
. (9)
The corresponding intercepted luminosity is obtained
by multiplying this by the stellar luminosity, e.g., of order
105 L, we obtain,
Lint = 4.9× 1034nQabs
(
rgr
0.1 µm
)2(
0.2 pc
Ro
)2
×
(
L
105 L
)
ergs s−1. (10)
Next, we assume that this intercepted luminosity equals
the thermal grain emission. This is about N(4pir2gr)σT
4,
where  is a radiative efficiency and σ is the radiation con-
stant. Equating this expression to Lint from equation (10),
using equation (8), and solving for T we obtain,
Tgr,photo = 29
(
Qabs

)1/4(
0.2 pc
Ro
)1/2
K. (11)
Note that the direct dependences on grain size and number
density cancel. The efficiency  is somewhat smaller than
Qabs at the relevant temperatures and densities (see Draine
2011, Ch. 24), but that will only increase the tempera-
ture estimate by a factor of about a couple. Observations
estimate the grain temperatures at > 100 K in many sys-
tems (Kobulnicky, et al. 2017), so this is an indication that
photo-heating is not sufficient, especially for late-O and B
stars (see discussion in the following section).
We can estimate the grain heating due to the stellar
wind similarly. That is, assume that the kinetic luminosity
of the stellar wind is transferred to grain heating, via heat-
ing the mixing region as above, and that this is balanced
by grain cooling. The wind luminosity is given by equation
(6), with the addition of an efficiency factor χ for the en-
ergy transfer to grains. Equating this expression to the IR
luminosity we obtain an estimate of the grain temperature
resulting from the particle impact heating,
Tgr,imp = 68χ
(
M˙
3.0× 10−8Myr−1
)1/4(
0.0013

)1/4
×
( vw
2000 km s−1
)1/2(10 cm−3
n
)1/4(
rgr
0.1 µm
)1/2
K,
(12)
where we have adopted a value of  = 0.0013 at about 100 K
(see Draine 2011, Ch. 24). The grain size is likely somewhat
smaller in the emission region; even a factor of a few decrease
would push the grain temperature above 100 K, for χ 6 1.
We conclude that over much of the relevant parameter range
particle heating can be comparable to photo-heating of the
grains, a topic we will explore further in the next section.
3 POWERING THE EMISSION
3.1 Stellar heating deficiency
Kobulnicky, et al. (2017) noted that the colour tempera-
tures of bow nebulae are 1.1-3 times higher than expected
from stellar heating of the grains and postulated an addi-
tional heating source (see their Fig. 10). In this subsection
we explore several approaches to the comparison of heating
processes. These approaches are based on a comparison be-
tween stellar and IR nebular luminosities provided by Kob-
ulnicky, et al. (2017) for 19 stars (see their Table 5), and
updated with about 70 stars in Kobulnicky, et al. (2019).
They find the star to nebular luminosity ratios range from
about 1 to 22, 422 with a median of about 300−400, though
there are significant uncertainties in these ratios. Nonethe-
less, given that less than half of the starlight is directed
towards the bow nebula, and that only a small fraction is
intercepted (see equation (9)) for a low-to-moderate density
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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ambient medium, it appears that in most cases the direct
stellar energy input falls far short of what is needed to power
the nebulae. Acreman, et al. (2016) addressed this question
of powering the nebular by stellar emission in some detail.
They find such powering plausible, but they assume a stellar
spectral type and luminosity equal to that of the brightest
stars in the Kobulnicky, et al. (2019) tables. For the star
with the highest stellar to IR nebula luminosity ratio in the
Kobulnicky et al. tables, an estimate based on equation (9)
with n = 1.0 cm−3 and the assumption that the nebula in-
tercepts a full hemisphere of starlight, yields an intercepted
fraction of about 0.35 of the IR luminosity. This suggests
that even systems with high stellar to nebular luminosity
ratios might not be fully powered by stellar heating. On the
other hand, in an ambient medium with n = 1000 cm−3
(and assuming the same dust-to-gas ratio), starlight could
power the IR emission in most of Kobulnicky et al.’s sys-
tems. In such cases, however, equation (9) suggests that a
large fraction of the stellar luminosity is intercepted, which
is generally not observed, except in the Bubble Nebula and
RCW 120, which have a couple of magnitudes of visual ex-
tinction (see discussion in the following section).
3.1.1 Stellar versus wind heating
As a second way of looking at the heating processes, we
again use the data on bow nebulae and their parent stars
assembled by Kobulnicky, et al. (2019) (see their Tables 1-
3, and also Kobulnicky, et al. 2017 ). In Fig. 2 we plot their
adopted standoff radii Ro versus terminal wind velocities
(the latter were adopted from Mokiem, et al. 2007 and some
of these are model based) for 69 stars. Also shown on this
plot is a solid curve based on equating the wind luminosity
(equation (6)) to the intercepted stellar luminosity (equation
(10)), and solving for the wind velocity as a function of Ro.
The mass loss factor in eq. 10 is replaced using the equality,
M˙ = 4piR2oρwvw = 4piR
2
oρvrel
vrel
vw
, (13)
where it is assumed that at the standoff radius, the mo-
mentum flux of the wind equals that of ambient medium,
ρwvw = ρvrel. The subscript w refers to wind quantities,
and ρ is the interstellar mass density near the radius Ro.
Thus, the solid curve illustrates the boundary between
regions where the maximal mechanical luminosity of the stel-
lar wind exceeds the stellar luminosity intercepted by the
grains, or vice versa. Wind dominated regions lie above and
to the right of the curve. The dashed curves have wind ve-
locities ten times greater or ten times lesser at a given value
of Ro than the solid curve. They are included to highlight
the fact that, because of the steepness of the solid curve,
substantial changes in the model wind speeds (and conse-
quently the mass loss) would not greatly change the result
that there are a number of systems on each side of the curve.
If only a fraction of the wind luminosity goes into grain
heating the solid curve will shift to the right. However, the
right hand dashed curve, indicates again that even a sub-
stantial change in the available energy fraction does not
change the overall conclusion. Wind luminosity is likely to
contribute significantly to grain heating in systems with
Figure 2. Wind speed (vw) versus the logarithm of the standoff
radius (Ro). The plus signs represent the stars tabulated in Kob-
ulnicky, et al. (2019). The solid curve shows vw(Ro) when the
stellar heating and maximal wind heating are equal. The dashed
curves show the effect of increasing the luminosity ratio by a fac-
tor of 10 or 0.1. See text for details.
Ro > 0.25 pc., and direct stellar heating probably domi-
nates in most cases with Ro < 0.15.
Another possible heating source is the thermal energy in
the ambient HII region gas. We can estimate this as (Draine
2011),
Lth = 3.4× 1031αT
( n
100 cm−3
)( vth
200 km s−1
)
×
(
a
0.1 µm
)2(
Tg
20000 K
)3/2
ergs s−1. (14)
We can assume that the grain heating efficiency αT is unity
to maximize this estimate. This estimate suggests that this
source of heating is likely to be small unless the ambient
density is quite high. In that case, Ro will be small and
wind heating will be unimportant, unless there is an unusu-
ally high wind velocity. Thus, we have placed the possible
thermal heating region in the lower left of Fig. 2.
3.1.2 Combining heating sources
In the preceding paragraphs, we have considered the rel-
ative roles of stellar and wind luminosities. The question
of whether either or both provide sufficient energy input to
power the observed IR nebulae remains. We can address this
question from another angle with the aid of Fig. 3. This fig-
ure shows various analytic and observed luminosity ratios
versus standoff radii Ro. For example, the thick, downward
trending solid line shows the stellar luminosity intercepted
by grains according to equation (10), assuming Qint = 0.1,
and n = 10 cm−3, and then divided by a normalization
factor. This factor is the luminosity of a typical OV8 star
(taken as 3.45 × 1038 ergs s−1) divided by 400, which is a
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Figure 3. Logarithm of various observed and analytic luminosity
ratios relevant to grain heating versus the logarithm of the stand-
off radius (Ro). Solid lines give estimates of stellar heating rates
normalized to those of an OV8 star in the cases of an ambient
medium density of na = 10 cm−3 (thick line), and na = 300 cm−3
(thin line). The dashed lines gives corresponding estimates of the
maximal stellar wind heating in the same two ambient medium
densities and with the same normalization. See text for details.
The thick curve is the sum of the two thick lines. The plus signs
show estimates of the ratio of intercepted stellar luminosity to ob-
served infrared bow nebula luminosity for selected systems from
Kobulnicky, et al. 2019 (see text for details). The circles show
the sum of this ratio and the estimated ratio of maximal wind
heating to the observed IR luminosity. The horizontal line shows
when these ratios equal unity, i.e., when the heating sources equal
the observed IR luminosity.
typical ratio of stellar to IR nebula luminosities. Thus, the
normalization factor is a representative bow nebular lumi-
nosity, so the line shows an estimate of the intercepted stel-
lar luminosity compared to a typical IR nebula luminosity.
The thin down-trending line above it is the same, except
with a higher ambient density of n = 300 cm−3. The up
trending lines are the analogous luminosities for maximal
wind particle heating according to equation (6) with n = 10
cm−3 (thick dashed line) and n = 300 cm−3 (thin dashed
line), and the same IR nebula normalization. As in equation
(6) these lines assume complete conversion of wind kinetic
energy (in one hemisphere) into grain heating, and so, are
maximal estimates.
The sum of these two energy ratios is shown in the fig-
ure by the thick curve. It is clear that stellar heating domi-
nates at low values of Ro, and wind heating at high values of
Ro, unless the conversion factor χ of wind energy into grain
heating is very low. The two processes are comparable only
in a narrow range of Ro values. The dotted horizontal line
shows where these ratios equal unity. I.e., where the input
luminosities equal the luminosity of the normalization fac-
tor, or a typical bow nebula luminosity. It appears harder to
form bow nebulae of intermediate size (log10(Ro) ' −0.6),
unless there is a relatively high density ambient medium.
The plus signs in Fig. 3 show the ratio of the intercepted
stellar luminosity to observed IR bow nebula luminosity for
16 stars with the highest values of Ro (log10(Ro) > −0.4)
and 21 with the lowest values (log10(Ro) < −1.0) from the
sample of Kobulnicky, et al. (2019). Other stars in the sam-
ple were omitted for clarity in the figure. Specifically, the in-
tercepted luminosity was computed from equation (10) with
Qint = 0.1, but using the particular values of the stellar lu-
minosity, the ambient density and Ro for each star obtained
from the tables of Kobulnicky, et al. (2019). The infrared
nebula luminosities were obtained from the same source.
The circles in Fig. 3 are the derived by adding the total
wind luminosity (from equation (6)) to the intercepted stel-
lar luminosity and dividing by the IR nebula luminosity. The
values of the mass loss and wind velocity used to compute
the wind luminosity were again obtained from the tables of
Kobulnicky, et al. (2019). We emphasize again that there
is substantial, and practically unquantifiable, uncertainty in
these quantities, as well as some of those used to compute
the intercepted luminosity. Granted that, this plot suggests
a number of interesting results.
Firstly, as expected, the (maximal) wind luminosity
dominates in most cases at high values of Ro. Alternately,
the intercepted stellar luminosity fails significantly, often by
orders of magnitude, to account for the IR emission for most
of the high Ro stars. Secondly, the opposite is true for the
stars with low values of Ro. Only in a few cases, in this
limit, does the wind luminosity add significantly to the in-
tercepted stellar luminosity. (Many of these stars are B or
late O types, with relatively low mass loss rates.) Thirdly,
most of the circles are well below the dotted line of equality,
meaning that the estimated sum of these two luminosities
does not provide enough power to account for the IR emis-
sion. The combined data uncertainties may be at least a
factor of a few, putting many of these values within range
of equality. We will consider other factors below. Fourthly,
a few of the circles are well above the line of equality. For
such cases at high Ro the wind heating of the grains is likely
over-estimated, i.e., not all of the wind luminosity may be
converted into IR emission. This is also true generally, and
a correction factor would pull many systems farther below
the line of equality. For the few points with low values of Ro,
in the upper left of the figure, the wind luminosity does not
contribute significantly, so another explanation is needed.
Given the possible inadequacy of the stellar wind heat-
ing in many cases we consider another factor in equation
(10), the average grain size. Assuming still the constancy of
the the total grain mass to gas mass ratio, but supposing
that the grains are broken down (i.e., by collisions with en-
ergetic particles, see e.g., Pavlyuchenkov, et al. 2013) to an
average size of a factor of a few less than assumed in that
equation, then all of the points in Fig. 3 would be raised by
about an order of magnitude. This is because of the large
increase in total surface area and intercepted starlight with
the smaller grains. This would also increase the grain cross
section for intercepting energetic particles, which might re-
sult in the destruction of more small particles. Small parti-
cles could also be destroyed by thermal spiking, which may
contribute significantly to the IR emission. Thus, it seems
unlikely that the emitting grain population could be domi-
nated by those with sizes much smaller than previously as-
sumed, or that the whole luminosity problem could be solved
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with such a population. Moreover, dominance by small grain
populations can be constrained by upper limits on the near
infrared emission of the nebulae.
Similarly, part of the luminosity problem could be
solved if the bow nebulae acquire a higher than average
grain-to-gas mass, i.e., if grains accumulate in the nebulae.
The above mean free path estimates suggest that the grains
are not too tightly coupled to the gas in these conditions.
Thus, in the outer mixing region, as the ISM wind flow is de-
celerated and turned aside, grains may flow forward into the
region. This extra inflow could replenish any losses resulting
from sputtering and outflow. According to the classification
of Henney & Arthur (2019a), cases with stellar and ISM
parameters like those considered above are in the conven-
tional ‘bow wind’ group, not the thick ‘dust wave’ group.
On the other hand, outflow, and high temperature sputter-
ing in the inner part of the mixing region argue against grain
buildup. If such a grain buildup did occur, the grain opacity
would increase, and it may be detectable as absorption of
background sources in the optical or near-infrared bands.
In conclusion, it seems likely that intercepted stellar
luminosity is insufficient to power the infrared emission in
most observed bow nebulae given a typical mass and size
distribution of the dust grains. The reprocessing of the stel-
lar wind luminosity into grain heating can help considerably
to explain this luminosity deficit in some cases. The combi-
nation of all relevant processes including: the interception
of stellar luminosity, the reprocessing of wind luminosity, a
modest reduction of the mean grain size, and thermal spik-
ing in small grains, could make up the deficit in almost
all systems. Variations in these processes depend on wind
properties and the velocity of the star through the ambi-
ent medium. For example, consider the four circles in the
upper right part of Fig. 3, all above the unity line. Two of
these stars are supergiants, and the other two are O5V stars,
among the earliest spectral types hosting bow nebulae. All
of them have very high inferred mass loss rates. Three of
the four have velocities relative to the ambient medium of
more than 30 km s−1. If these factors result in extreme grain
breakdown, or faster flow through the bow region prevent-
ing grain buildup, then the circles could be brought down
to the unity line.
4 COMPARISON TO OBSERVED SYSTEMS
As noted in the introduction, a few nearby bow nebula sys-
tems have been observed in multiple wavebands, and on a
large enough scale to possibly detect all the main compo-
nents. The bow nebulae were discovered and are most promi-
nent in the mid-infrared, and are generally expected to be
found on much smaller scales than the ionization shock bub-
ble, at least if the surrounding ISM is of relatively low den-
sity. The ionization bubbles will likely be intrinsically faint,
but potentially observable in the near infrared, optical and
ultraviolet.
4.1 ζ Ophiucus and RCW 120
Two of the best studied bow nebulae are ζ Ophiucus and
RCW 120. Although noted in many papers, the former has
not been specifically modeled. The latter was modeled by
Mackey, et al. (2015). Fig. 1 of Mackey, et al. (2015)
shows Spitzer Space Telescope 8 and 24 micron images of
the system. The bow nebula is only prominent in the latter,
and barely visible in the former band, and presumably, this
faintness is also true in shorter wavelength observations. We
expect that strong shocks in the vicinity of the bow neb-
ula would have significant optical and higher energy emis-
sion, while a lower temperature Weibel instability zone may
not. For example, the runaway star bow shock models of
Meyer, et al. (2016) predict substantial optical line emis-
sions, though with the caveats that the models discussed in
the most detail had relatively fast space velocities (40 and
70 km s−1) compared to those considered above.
The paper of Mackey, et al. (2015) is notable for us-
ing (two-dimensional) radiation-hydrodynamic simulations
to model both the HII region discontinuity and the (pre-
sumed) strong bow shock within it. It is also unusual in
using low stellar space velocities, i.e., 4− 16 km s−1, which
make the ionization front an almost negligible discontinu-
ity. A fairly high ambient ISM density of 3000 cm−3 was
assumed, the star may be in its natal molecular cloud. How-
ever, this density is perhaps a bit too high to fit the sur-
roundings of RCW 120 according to the authors. With these
parameters the authors were able to reproduce general fea-
tures of the RCW 120, including the observation that the
radius of the HII region bubble is only a few times larger
than the radius of the bow nebula. This is a natural conse-
quence of the high ambient density. The shock in the Mackey
et al. models should generate substantial optical and UV line
emission. They also predict significant X-ray emission, but
argue that much of it may be absorbed within the HII re-
gion. They note substantial (hydrodynamic) mixing in the
contact regions of the models and point out that we might
expect the line emission to be spread across the larger mix-
ing region, where thermal conduction may also transport
energy away.
The authors favor their lowest velocity model to best
fit the RCW 120 morphology. However, it might be hard to
account for the 8 micron bubble emissions in such a model,
though no quantitative comparisons were made. Moreover,
the greatest morphological incongruity in their higher veloc-
ity models (e.g., 16 km s−1) is in the bow shock. A diffusive
instability front, as described above, would not show the
same narrow morphology, and thus, might be more consis-
tent with the observed morphology, as well as the emission
characteristics.
4.2 Observed outer shells
A number of objects in the bow nebula catalog of Kobul-
nicky, et al. (2016) show both a bow nebula, visible primar-
ily at 24 microns (in Spitzer or 22 microns in Wise data),
and an outer shell, which is generally visible in the Spitzer
8 micron band. These include catalog objects: 42, 81,142,
214, 231, 309, and 342, and up to a few dozen others with
less regular morphologies. Objects 42, 231 and 342, in par-
ticular, look much like RCW 120. In all of these objects the
outer shell is at a radius of only a few times (or less) that
of its IR bow nebula. Thus, if these outer shells are in fact
shock-ionization fronts, then a relatively dense surrounding
medium is required, probably the stellar natal molecular
cloud in most cases. Estimates for the ambient density of
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these objects are not available in Kobulnicky, et al. (2019),
except for object 342, which has a listed value of 795 cm−3.
These outer shells have been explained as evaporation
nebulae, where dense clumps in the cloud are heated by the
stellar UV photons (e.g., Kobulnicky, et al. 2016). They may
simultaneously be dust waves as as described by Ochsendorf,
et al. (2014) for σ Orionis AB or Henney & Arthur (2019a).
Aside from the objects listed above, a number of objects in
the Kobulnicky et al. catalog have quite irregular 8 micron
emission regions nearby. We might expect such irregularity
if the star is heating and evaporating the nearest clumps
in a turbulent molecular cloud. Outer bow-shaped emission
regions would seem much less likely in such environments,
and so, they may more likely be ionization fronts (and/or
dust waves), though more evidence is needed to test that.
Many objects in the Kobulnicky, et al. (2016) catalog
have no visible outer shell, only the IR bow nebula. This
is not surprising since most of the published images do not
extend more than a few times the radius of the bow neb-
ula, so in a low-to-moderate density ambient medium even
the nearest part of an ionization front would be outside the
image. Unless the relative velocity was high, the outer front
would also be quite faint in most wavebands. Clearly, studies
with a wider field of view in a variety of wavebands would
be helpful in resolving the nature of the smaller-scale, IR
bow nebulae.
4.3 The Bubble Nebula NGC 7635
The Bubble Nebula may be another nearby example of
an infrared bow nebula. The recent study of the object
by Green, et al. (2019) summarizes measured properties,
including: stellar type and temperature (O6.5, 37,500 K),
mass loss rate, wind velocity (2500 km s−1), and pecu-
liar velocity (about 28 km s−1). This is considerably more
information than we have for most systems. It is appar-
ently not in the Kobulnicky, et al. (2018) catalog, and
its Spitzer 24 micron image does not have a completely
clear bow shape. Both high resolution Hubble Heritage opti-
cal image (https://hubblesite.org/image/3725/gallery) and
a large-scale emission line image from Mt. Wilson are avail-
able (Jurasevich 2010) (also Astronomy Picture of the Day,
2010 Sept. 2). The latter shows a large fragmented shell-
like structure, with a diameter a few times that of the usual
‘bubble’. The former suggests that the brightest emission
region in the bubble is either an engulfed cloud fragment, or
an illuminated cloudlet just outside it. Green, et al. (2019)
estimate the bubble diameter to be about 2.5 pc., though
the asymmetrically located star comes within about 0.3-0.4
pc of the bubble edge on the forward side. The outer shell
diameter is roughly 2.5 times that of the bubble, or about 6
pc.
The Green, et al. (2019) study includes new two-
dimensional hydrodynamic models and detailed comparisons
to the morphology of the nebula. As in previous studies, the
bow nebula emissions were modeled as those of the cooling
regions behind a conventional bow shock. A bubble ring is
produced at particular viewing angles of the models. The
models also show a dense stellar wind ’bubble’, though in
some snapshots the highest density contour is deformed far
from a spherical shape. The models produce a great deal of
downstream turbulence. The turbulent vortices do not well
resemble the filaments seen in high resolution images. There
was no attempt to reproduce the emission clumps (inside
and outside the bubble) observed in various wavebands.
The models produce a hot, million degree, layer, which
in turn, produces substantial X-ray emission, which is not
observed. However, the authors point out that the nebula is
observed through 2 magnitudes of optical extinction, which
could absorb some 99% of the X-rays. The models also pro-
duce Hα and mid-IR shells like the observed ones in size
and general morphology, at the appropriate viewing angles.
The models don’t seem to produce the filamentary struc-
ture observed. The models also do not generally produce
the large-scale outer shell seen in the Mt. Wilson image.
The large-scale shell might be explained as a weak ion-
ization shock. Green, et al. (2019) estimate an ambient den-
sity of about 100 cm −3, in which case the classical Strom-
gren radius would be about 3 pc (Osterbrock 1989), compa-
rable to the large-scale shell. This shell appears filamentary
at all locations, and quite broken up in the forward direction.
The emission filaments and polyps seen on the high resolu-
tion images in that direction suggest that the star is moving
into a clumpy, filamentary, and high density cloud in that
direction. The cloudlet projected onto the bubble reinforces
this impression. If this interpretation of the large-scale shell
as near the ionization edge is correct, then probably all the
bright emission structures are excited by ionizing radiation.
Using the parameters listed in Green, et al. (2019) we
can estimate the standoff radius as about 1.1 pc. It is very
possible that the ISM density is greater than the assumed
value of 100 cm−3 in the forward direction, so accounting
the shorter star-to-bubble edge distance in that direction.
Similarly, the ISM density may be less in the downstream
direction, accounting for the greater separation. Thus, in ac-
cord with the assumption of the hydrodynamic models, the
bubble surface may be the primary interface between wind
and ISM. The models show a sharp change in density and
temperature at this surface, though the optical and IR maps
derived from them show somewhat broader surface, due to
projected emissions from different locations. However, they
do not show the same filamentary structure visible around
the bubble in the observations, and especially not the wide
emission region in the forward direction.
This structure is suggestive of a broader diffusive mixing
region. If the bubble is a diffusive Weibel zone, then we
do not need projection effects to account for it. We simply
observe (a thicker shell than that of a shock) through a larger
column density at the edges, regardless of projection angle.
The clumpiness and complex structure visible in the
observations, especially in the forward direction, suggests
that ionizing (and sub-ionizing UV) radiation may leak out
of the nebula inhomogeneously, and power the more dis-
tant and faint emission regions visible especially on the Mt.
Wilson and other telescope images (several available on the
Astronomy Picture of the Day website).
More generally, it is clear even in this well studied case,
as well as the earlier examples, that more systematic, multi-
waveband and multi-scale observational studies are needed
to elucidate these objects.
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5 FAST RUNAWAY STARS
The phenomena discussed in the previous sections live in a
restricted range of stellar velocities through the ISM. For
stars with very low peculiar velocities, the standoff radius
will be very large, the hemispheric wind luminosity will be
shared with a much larger number of grains, so the mean
grain temperature and emission will be much lower. Dust
accumulation and radiation pressure may be greater, and a
‘dust wave’ (Henney & Arthur 2019a, also see Henney &
Arthur 2019b,c,d) may form, either within or outside the
beam dump.
The situation is different for high speed stars. The term
’runaway’ star has various definitions in the literature, in-
cluding velocities as low as those considered in the previous
section. Here we consider hypervelocity stars with velocities
> 50 km s−1 relative to the local ISM. Peri, et al. (2012,
2015) find that in a sample of runaway stars (including some
with velocities of only tens of km s−1) only about 5% have
detectable IR emission. Many runaway stars are no longer
in the thin disc of the Galaxy, so the ambient gas may be of
very low density, preventing much emission. However, there
are other reasons for the lack of IR emission.
The ISM ram pressure of fast, hypervelocity stars
(viewed in the stellar frame) is much greater than the ther-
mal pressure of the photo-ionized and photo-heated gas at
the ionization edge, and also greater than the typical mag-
netic pressure in the ISM. When these fast flows hit that
edge, the gas will be ionized and photo-heated, but the flow
will remain supersonic.
The standoff radius will be significantly closer to the
star compared to lower velocity cases. An ISM shock will
form as in the bow shock models referenced above, and this
will compress and heat the turbulent inner mixing zone.
Grains that penetrate into the shocked region may melt or
sputter due to both the more intense photo-flux and the
shock heated gas. Thus, strong IR bow nebulae seems un-
likely in hypervelocity stars.
6 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
In the previous sections we have seen how at moderate rel-
ative velocities (a few tens of km s−1), ionization, photo-
heating, and gyro-motions around ambient fields will ini-
tially thermalize the ISM gas at a temperature correspond-
ing to a sound speed of about a few times less than the
relative velocity. Generally, a weak, R-type ionization front
will form slightly interior to the classical Stro¨mgren edge,
and well outside the standoff radius between the ISM flow
and the stellar wind. Behind this front ISM material flows
transsonically. This is a special case of a textbook result.
When stellar wind particles meet the ISM flow a mixing
region will form mediated by the Weibel instability. Stellar
wind protons have a very long mean free path for scattering
off ambient protons in a gas of moderate density (e.g., 1-10
cm−1), so wind ions will mix with the ISM gas within the
filamentary Weibel turbulence region and beyond its dissi-
pation zone. Ultimately, the ions distribute their energy in
a region near the momentum balance surface, though with
a substantial extent in radius. Specifically, the thickness of
the IR emission region is predicted to be of order the wind
proton diffusion length discussed in Sec. 2.2.1. The inner
part of this mixing region is predicted to be heated to tem-
peratures substantially above that of the surrounding HII
region (though not as high as in hydrodynamic shock mod-
els), since the strong ionization suppresses cooling and line
emission. The temperature gradient is also expected to be
shallower than in hydrodynamic shock models.
As noted above, Kobulnicky, et al. (2017) found that
the colour temperatures of the bow nebulae are 1.1-3 times
higher than expected from stellar heating alone and sug-
gested the existence of an additional heating source. The
processes described above can provide most of the energy
for the IR emissions. That is, while direct stellar heating, or
heating from wind particles, are generally inadequate indi-
vidually, together these processes can account for the heat-
ing in many systems. In other systems grain buildup in the
standoff region or small mean grain size are required to in-
crease the total grain cross section to the primary heating
processes. As discussed in the previous section, the theory
also explains why the nebular emission only occurs in a lim-
ited range of relative velocity.
Another prediction of this theory is that since it takes
some time, and some travel distance, to deposit stellar pro-
ton energies, any stellar and wind variabilities should be
smoothed in the IR emission. This may not be true in higher
energy emissions, like Hα, originating in sharper bow shocks
in hypervelocity stars. Detailed particle+hydrodynamic sim-
ulations will be needed to test this theory and its predictions
in more detail and calculate the IR emissions.
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